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D I SC LA IMER

Legal Notice:
This book is copyright protected. This is only for personal use. You cannot

amend, distribute, sell, use, quote or paraphrase any part or the content

within this book without the consent of the author or copyright owner. Legal

action will be pursued if this is breached.

 

Disclaimer Notice:
Please note the information contained within this document is for

educational and entertainment purposes only. Every attempt has been made

to provide accurate, up to date and reliable complete information. No

warranties of any kind are expressed or implied. Readers acknowledge that

the author is not engaging in the rendering of legal, financial, medical or

professional advice.

 

By reading this document, the reader agrees that under no circumstances are

we responsible for any losses, direct or indirect, which are incurred as a

result of the use of information contained within this document, including,

but not limited to, —errors, omissions, or inaccuracies.
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GETT I NG  S TARTED

1. Getting started - Please read these instructions carefully. They contain

information on how to make the most out of this program.

 

2. Using Prosperity Accelerator Program  - Find a quiet place and sit in a

comfortable position, make sure you are in a relaxed state.

 

 

IMPORTANT:
USE STEREO HEADPHONES
Even though the soundtracks also works without it. To get maximum benefit

from the modules with tracks, listen with stereo headphones.

 

 

3. Spend 1 week for each module: There are 7 modules in total. We

recommend spending 1 week for each module. For weekdays, spend some

time everyday to read through the PDF / listen to the audio tracks, then for

weekends, try and complete the corresponding exercises.

 

Example:

Monday - Friday: Module 1 Harness Your Inner power
Saturday - Sunday: Exercise 1 Script your Perfect Abundant Life
 

 

4. Recommended procedure: There’s really no wrong way to use the program.

You can make them part of your daily meditation practice. Or you can even

put the audio tracks on “repeat” and listen to them all day long.

 

With that said... if you want to see maximum results, try setting aside a

specific time to read/listen when you first wake up in the morning, without

any distractions. When you first wake up in the morning, your mind is fresh

and ready to absorb new information. This way, the exercises and brainwave

entrainment can really sink deep into your subconscious mind.
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PROGRAM  SCHEDULE

WEEK ONE;
Module 1: Harness Your Inner power
 

The first step in understanding Inner Power is to understand the

fundamental laws that govern the way that the Universe operates. The

moment you truly master the laws, you step across the manifestation

threshold. From there, you collapse possibilities into a clear ideal of what you

intend to create.

 

Exercise 1: Script your perfect, abundant life
 

 

WEEK TWO;
Module 2: 365 Manifestation Power 
 

You are free to live in your own unique way with a strong identity rather than

being a copy of others. If you strive for change, you would build a world of

success of your own. Shake off the insecurities, confusions and doubts to

enhance confidence, power and ability to attain your heart’s desire.

 

Exercise 2: Goals for 7 areas of your life
 

 

WEEK THREE;
Module 3: Harmonic Prosperity 
 

Presenting to you, the ultimate hypnotherapy series for success,

enlightenment and becoming financially free! Listen to this series often to

tap into your new found prosperity,  to bring your own success, and to boost

your prosperity and financial freedom.

 

Exercise 3: Your thoughts create your reality
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PROGRAM  SCHEDULE

WEEK FOUR;
Module 4: 7 Distinct Difference Between Rich & Poor 
 

Knowing the well-kept secrets of millionaires is the key to unlock the door of

success. In most cases, wealthy people will tell you that there is no exact

formula to become well off in life. The secret lies in the attitude that

facilitates the flow of wealth.

 

Exercise 4: QUIZ! Do you think like a rich person?
 

 

WEEK FIVE;
Module 5: Money Chakra Secrets 
 

To become a millionaire, you have to be committed to your dreams. If you're

ready to assess your own life and take action to make a change, then this

audio is perfect for you! These money chakra secrets is everything you need,

and you are ready to commence the journey to prosperity!

 

Exercise 5: The 3rd Eye Chakra & Money Meditation
 

 

WEEK SIX;
Module 6: How to Build A Money Portal 
 

Everyone wants to be a millionaire. But the key to being one of the richest

men in the world is to know the essentials to bring all the luck you need.

Although there is no exact formula for richness, there are keys that will help

you unlock the doors to success. It boils down to an effective system that

rich/ wealthy people apply.

 

Exercise 6: 4 Wealth Skills Application
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PROGRAM  SCHEDULE

WEEK SEVEN;
Module 7: 7 Vital Steps to Change Your Tomorrow 
 

The future is a manifestation of the present deeds. If you want to change

your tomorrow, you need to commence the changes today. However, change

is a difficult thing to experience. Here are the 7 vital steps to help you create

a more fruitful tomorrow.

 

Exercise 7: Art of Manifesting!
 

 

A Great Tips For Skyrocketing Your Results...
 

An amazing way of supercharging the law of attraction in your life is to

create goals that is Very Specific. Mentally repeat the goals with joy while

listening to the subliminal tracks. 

 

It's important that the goals you create for all 7 areas of your life is 100%
personal and specific, so for instance if you want a car, don't just say "I have a

car". Instead wholeheartedly express exactly which car you want to attract it

into your life... Example: "I have a red Toyota Prius". In this way the universal

vibration will connect precisely with your dream to create it.
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FAQ

Q: I tend to feel sleepy while listening to the sessions, is this normal?
 

The audio tracks have dominant frequencies around the Theta and Delta

range which causes your mind to feel deeply relaxed and sometimes sleepy.

This is quite normal, especially during the initial days starting a new module.

However... The deep Theta and Delta states are also very beneficial both for

your health and for rooting the affirmations deep into your subconscious.

 

Q: I have skipped a few days without listening to the sessions, what do I do?
 

Consistency is always important in bringing faster and better results. But if

for some reason you skipped the sessions for some time. Simply start again

from where you were.

 

Q: I hear a hum or sound vibration while doing the sessions, what’s that?
 

It is entirely normal to hear a slight hum or vibration sound when listening to

the audio tracks. This is due to the special Brainwave Technology we use to

create the tracks. It will sound more or less depending on which devices and

headphones you are using. If the technology sounds louder or quieter will

not affect how well it works. If it seems too loud simply reduce the overall

volume or reduce the bass response of your listening device.

 

Q: My mind is too busy, I can’t concentrate while listening. What shall I do?
 

Often unconscious energies and random thoughts are stirred up while doing

any therapy, meditation, hypnosis or similar personal development work. It

is totally fine, just let whatever happens happen, and watch it go by. With

time you’ll find it much easier to let all distractions go, rather than becoming

preoccupied by them.
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FAQ

Q: Can I try to complete more than one module in the same period of time. Or do
I have to stick to your recommended schedule?
 

Although we have a proven recommended schedule that is tried and tested

during many years of experience in Personal Development Coaching, feel

free to try and find out what works best for you. Prosperity Accelerator

Program is not to be seen as a rigid inflexible system. It should be the keys to

your ultimate freedom. So... If you have any new tips, ideas or positive

experiences on how you have found a great way to use the tracks, please

write to us and share it.

 

 

Q: How do I know if Prosperity Accelerator Program is beneficial for me?
 

Our sessions are designed based on the 100′s of studies performed on the

effectiveness of brainwave entrainment technology, and 10,000’s of

scientific studies on the powerful benefits of meditation. We also have a

100% satisfaction rate from our beta-testers where all of them experienced

some form of positive results within weeks. We are confident that you will

experience positive results just like thousands of our Prosperity Miracles

members!

 

 So once again, a Big Welcome and Enjoy!

 

To Your Success!

Stefan Peters


